More kids @ the coast
Activities for a great beach holiday!
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Hello, and welcome
to my home.
Do you know
who I am?

I live in the coastal sand dunes
you are visiting.
I lay my eggs in shallow
burrows in the sand.
I have large scales along my back.
I run on my rear legs and jump
to catch insects to eat.

I’m a

Now, come and meet
some of my friends...
Pssst, keep a look out for me!
I’m hiding in 6 places in this
book... can you find me?
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A. I’m a Jacky Lizard

Who am I?
The violin pattern
on my back is a
clue to my name.
Who am I?
a)

I have a big bushy tail
and need 100 year old trees
to provide me with hollows
for my home. Who am I?
b)

I jump like a kangaroo
but I’m not a kangaroo I’m smaller. Who am I?
c)

I love to eat snails,
can drop my tail
if grabbed and have
a dark blue tongue.
Who am I? d)
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f)

Who am I? e)

I’m huge.
I hunt with
my mouth open,
but this means I
sometimes swallow plastic litter.
Who am I? g)

I live in rockpools and return
to the same spot on the
rock each day. Who am I?
h)

a) Fiddler Beetle; b) Brush Tailed Possum; c) Swamp Wallaby; d) Blue Tongued Lizard; e) Sea Hare;
f) Cormorant; g) Southern Right Whale; h)Limpets

I’m no bigger
than your hand.
I can change to the
colour of my food and
release purple dye if threatened.

My waterlogged
feathers help me to
dive to catch fish.
Who am I?
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Sharing our Coast
Some human activities can damage our environment.
Colour in this scene, then find and circle 6 ways
in which people’s activities are causing harm.
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Choose to re-use
Did you know that plastic
bags are made from fossil fuels
that we use to run our cars?
Plastic bags in the ocean look
like sea jellies, and are eaten
by marine animals.

Do your bit.
Go plastic bag free,
take your own reusable
shopping bag,
or borrow a bag.
Get thinking of other ways
you can help.
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Wordsearch
WALLABY
FISHING
SEALS
KNOTS
HOLLOWS
SEAHARES
Use the leftover letters to complete the important message below:

Clue: you will find the answer written on page 10

OCEAN
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Boating is fun

Safety for you and our marine animals is important to us.
Know your speed. 5 knots is a fast walking pace.

Name the boat
& colour in the scene
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Beach tracks
Look out for tracks in the sand next time you visit.
Below are some wildlife tracks you might see at the coast.
Can you match them to the creature that made them?

large foot
for hopping

large claw
for digging

webbed foot
for swimming

thumb for
climbing trees

Take
only
leave photos
,
footp only
rints.

flippers
for swimming

Draw
your own
footprint in
the space
above
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Beach
balance

The coastal environment is delicately balanced. It needs our help.
Check out the list below, and decide which things should be left at
the beach, and which things should be taken home with you.
Draw an arrow from each item to the correct side of the scale.

small fish
empty water bottle
your leftover sandwich
plastic bags
plants
footprints
thongs
orange peel
litter left by others
fish hooks
shells
fish large enough to eat
a cigarette butt
a clump of seaweed
driftwood
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What’s da deal?
I’m a seal!
The beach is my zone,
so just leave me alone.
Just cos i got blubber,
don’t mean i gonna love ya!
Give me space,
I need it dude.
Less than fifty metres
is kinda rude.
Then we’ll all be fine,
just chillin in time.....
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SEAL RAP

Hi kids, and welcome to the
Victorian coast. This beautiful place
is really one of nature’s wonderlands.
And it’s extra special to me because it’s my home,
and home to many other awesome creatures.
You’ll meet them in the pages of this book.
Take time to get to know us as you
have fun with the puzzles & activities inside.
And always remember: coastal kids
leave only footsteps behind!
This is the second book in the series, following the success of the Kids @ the Coast, winner of the 2013 VCC Coastal Education Award.
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